FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MADECO S.A. ANNOUNCES
CONSOLIDATED RESULTS FOR THE THIRD QUARTER OF 2009

(Santiago, Chile, December 3, 2009) Madeco S.A. (“Madeco”) (Public, OTC: MADKY; prior
1
NYSE ticker: MAD) announced its consolidated financial results in IFRS from IASB for the third
2
quarter of 2009 which ended September 30, 2009. All figures are expressed in U.S. Dollars .
Historic financial information was calculated using the equivalent currency conversion for each
amount on the corresponding date.

Madeco Highlights

1



For the third quarter of the year, the Company reported a net income of US$195
thousand, lower than the US$114,865 thousand reported for the same period of
2008. The decline in profits derived from extraordinary profit obtained in 2008 due
to the sale of the Wire & Cable unit of the Company. While comparing both periods,
if the variation of the net income is divided into discontinued and continuing
operations, the first group obtained a drop of US$119,515 thousand (sale of the
Wire & Cable unit in 2008, as explained before), offset by the increment of US$4,845
thousand obtained by continuing operations.



From this point on, this press release considers only continuing operations, except
when expressly mentioned (as Wire & Cable unit or discontinued operation).



Revenues in 3Q09 decreased by 21.8% compared to 3Q08, reaching US$93,879
thousand, explained by lower volumes sales (a reduction of 21.5%) and reduced
prices of the Company’s raw materials (mainly copper and aluminum) in
comparison with 3Q08. Profiles units reduced its volume sales by 44.4% (highly
related to the Chilean construction industry), followed by the drop of 31.3% and
12.9% of Brass Mills and Packaging units respectively.



Madeco’s subsidiaries presented a mixed operational performance in the third
quarter of the year. On one side, the Packaging unit achieved higher profits
compared to the year before; on the other side, the Profiles and Brass Mills units
obtained a lower performance due to lower volumes sold in the 3Q09 compared to
2008. Operating income in 3Q09 declined by US$1,043 thousand compared to 3Q08,
reaching US$7,587 thousand. This reduction was mostly attributable to a lower
gross margin of US$2,508 thousand, offset by lower selling, general and
administrative expenses of US$1,465 thousand.

From 2009 Madeco adopted the IFRS financial reporting standard for its financial statements. Historic data were accounted
based on the same reporting standard.
2
As part of the implementation of IFRS financial reporting standard, the Company defined the U.S Dollar as its “base currency”.
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As of the third quarter of 2009, cash and cash equivalents amounted to US$119,418
thousand compared to the initial balance of US$242,851 thousand. This is mainly
explained by a the dividend paid by the Company at the beginning of 2Q09, the
gains obtained by the subsidiaries of the Company during 2009 and the payment of
the income tax of 2008.



As was posted on June 23, 2009, Madeco announced its voluntary decision to
delist its ADS from the New York Stock Exchange, terminate the ADR program with
the Bank of New York Mellon, as depositary and eventually deregister with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. On July 17, 2009, Madeco filed the Form 25
with the SEC and the NYSE, so Delisting became effective on July 27, 2009. On
October 10, 2009, the contract and the ADR program between Madeco and the Bank
of New York Mellon ended. Finally from October 11, 2009, to January 8, 2010, the
holders of Madeco have to decide if they want to sell their ADS or convert them into
Chilean common stocks.
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1. Highlights of the Income Statement (Exhibits 1 and 2)

Net Income

Net income for 3Q09 of the continuing operations of Madeco reached an increase
of US$4,845 thousand (from a loss of US$4,688 to a gain of US$157 thousand),
driven by higher other incomes of the Company (financial, exchange rate effects,
etc.), partially balanced by a decrease in operating income. The drop in net
income of discontinued operations in the 3Q09 is explained by the extraordinary
gain obtained in 2008 after the sale of the Wire & Cable unit. If both effects are
added, the Company reached a lower gain in 3Q09 compared to 3Q08, as
explained before due to the extraordinary profit obtained in 2008.

Revenues

Revenues in 3Q09 were US$93,879 thousand, a 21.8% lower than the same
quarter of 2008. The reduction in consolidated revenues is mainly explained by
lower volumes sales of 21.5% and lower prices of raw materials. The lower
volume sales are enlightened by the reductions derived from the Brass Mills and
Profiles units.

Gross Margin

Gross margin in 3Q09 was US$18,435 thousand, 12.0% lower than the
US$20,943 thousand reported in 3Q08 as a result of a 21.8% decrease in
revenues and a 23.9% decrease in cost of sales. The reduced gross margin was
mainly explained by lower volumes sold, offset by the operational plans adopted
by the Company in order to improve or maintain margins despite lower volume
sales. As percentage of sales, gross margin climbed from 17.4% to 19.6%.

Operating Income3

Operating income for 3Q09 amounted to US$7,587 thousand, from US$8,630
thousand obtained in the same period the year before. The reduction of the
operational income derived from the lower results obtained from the Profiles and
Brass Mills units, derived mainly from lower volumes sold, counterbalanced by
higher gains of the Packaging unit.

Other Income (Loss)4

Considering financial results, exchange differences and other incomes nonrelated to operations; Madeco obtained a gain of US$180 thousand which
compares favorably with the loss of US$4,119 thousands as of September 2008.
The higher gain derived from a lower balance of financial expenses of US$2,358
thousands (by the end of 3Q08, the Company had a higher balance of financial
debt in order to finance reorganization process needed to sale the Wire & Cable
unit, this debt was paid during the 4Q08) and a favorable exchange difference of
US$1,804.

Income Tax

Income tax for continuing operations in September 2009 totaled US$3,951
thousand, compared to US$7,337 thousand of 2008, explained by the reduction of
a provision on the valuation of deferred tax assets/liabilities, offset by tax
provisions recognized by the subsidiaries of the Company.

Minority Interest

While in 3Q09 the Company’s minority interest charges (reflecting mainly the
portion of earnings/losses corresponding to the participation of minority

3

Estimated as the sum of: gross margin, R&D expenses, distribution costs, marketing and administrative expenses.
Estimated as the sum of: Other income of operations, Equity in earning (losses) of related companies, Other general expenses of operations,
Financial expenses, Price-level restatement, and Other Incomes (losses) & Others effects.

4
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shareholders in the subsidiaries Peruplast, Alusa and Indalum) amounted to
US$2,875 thousand, in 3Q08 totalized US$1,615 thousand mainly as result of the
higher profits obtained in Alusa and Peruplast.

2. Analysis by Business Unit (Exhibits 3 to 6)
Packaging

Revenues observed a minor difference between 3Q09 and 3Q08 from US$53,688
thousand to US$53,419 thousand respectively, as a result of lower volumes sold and
increased selling prices. Volume sales for 3Q09 decreased by 12.9% in comparison
with sales obtained in 3Q08.
Compared to 3Q08, cost of sales dropped by 1.6% in 3Q09 from US$41,608
thousand to US$40,922 thousand. Costs as percentage of sales varied from 77.5%
to 76.6%.
Gross margin grew by 3.5% from US$12,080 thousand in 3Q08 to US$12,497
thousand in 3Q09, mainly due to the good performance of the Peruvian subsidiary,
offset by the results of the Argentinean and Chilean subsidiaries. Additionally, this
improvement in margins is explained by the cost reduction plans adopted by the
subsidiaries of the Company.
Selling, general and administrative expenses amounted to US$3,969 thousand in
3Q09 a rise of 6.4% in contrast with the US$3,729 thousand of 3Q08. As a
percentage of sales, SG&A varied from 6.9% to 7.4% in 3Q09, due to higher
expenses obtained in Chile and Peru, offset by lower expenses of Argentina.
Operating income in 3Q09 was US$8,528 thousand compared to US$8,351
thousand in 3Q08, attributable to the good performance of the Peruvian subsidiary
counterbalanced by the drop obtained in the Chilean and Argentinean facilities.

Brass Mills

Revenues in 3Q09 reached to US$27,874 thousand, 38.6% lower than the
US$45,371 thousand reported in 3Q08. This was due to a drop of volumes sold
(reduction of 31.3%) and lower LME copper price in the 3Q09 compared to 3Q08.
Cost of sales showed a reduction of 38.6% as a result of lesser volume sales and
lower prices of copper. As percentage of sales, costs varied slightly from 90.0% to
89.9%.
Gross margin in September 2009 was US$2,805 thousand 38.4% lower than the
margin of 2008. As percentage of sales gross margin in 2009 was 10.1% (in 2008
was 10.0%), explained by lower volumes sold, offset by the execution of plans to
achieve operational efficiencies and in the case of exports an improved exchange
rate (approximately 5.7% higher).
Selling, general and administrative expenses decreased by 38.1%, from US$3,877
thousand to US$2,401 thousand, derived mainly from lower distribution costs
balanced by higher commercial activity and other general administrative expenses.
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Operating income totaled US$404 thousand in 3Q09 compared to the US$674
thousand of 3Q08, due to lower selling, general and administrative expenses and
decreased gross margin.
Profiles

Revenues in 3Q09 reached to US$12,586 thousand, 40.2% lower than the
US$21,050 thousand reported in 3Q08. This was due to lower volumes sold (44.4%),
reflecting the lower activity of the Chilean construction market, nevertheless this
lower activity trend is expected to change in the forth coming quarters.
Cost of sales decreased by 43.5%, from US$16,738 thousand in 3Q08 to US$9,453
thousand in 3Q09 explained by lower volume sold, the efforts made by the Company
to reduce production costs and a lower difference between inventories sold and
market prices (inventories were adjusted to market price by the end of June 30,
2009).
Gross margin in September 2009 was US$3,133 thousands less than the US$4,312
thousands of September 2008, as percentage over sales the ratio varied positively
from 20.5% to 24.9%.
Selling, general and administrative expenses decreased 12.8%, from US$3,281
thousand to US$2,860 thousand in 3Q09, attributable to lower distribution costs
counterbalanced by higher administrative expenses (e.g. lawyers, consultancy fees,
etc.).
Operating income for 3Q09 totaled US$273 thousand lower than the US$1,031
thousand reported in 3Q08, due to higher selling, general and administrative
expenses, offset by the growth of gross margin.

Investments

This segment was created based on the interpretation of international accounting
standards, due to the significance of the Company's investments (i.e. cash, time
deposits and shares of Nexans received after the sale of the Wire & Cable unit).
Along with other assets that were defined as investments (e.g. assets for lease).
As of September 30, 2009, this unit has no revenues. Selling, general and
administrative expenses reflect mainly the Company’s corporate expenses. Despite
having a negative operating income, the unit obtained in the third quarter of 2009
approximately US$385 thousands as financial income (interest related to time
deposits held by the Company, net from financial expenses).
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3. Balance Sheet Analysis (Exhibit 7)

Assets

The Company’s assets as of September 30, 2009 amounted to US$758,537
thousand, a reduction of 12.7% from US$869,125 thousand as reported on
December 31, 2008.
Current Assets of Continuing Operations
Amounted to US$320,530 thousand 34.0% lower than the US$485,967
thousand as of December 2008, explained by lower cash and cash equivalents
(US$123,371 thousand), Inventories (US$19,376 thousand) and accounts
receivables from income tax (US$13,691 thousand). The reduction in cash and
cash equivalent (mainly time deposits) is caused by the payment of dividend in
early April 2009, the income tax of 2008 and the payment of the corresponding
installments of financial debts. The observed decline in inventories was due to
Company’s efforts to reduce its inventories.
Non Current Assets
Amounted to US$435,793 thousand, representing an increase of 14.9%
compared to the end of 2008. The higher balance derived from the greater
value of the investment in Nexans, explained by the upper market value of
Nexans’ share and the appreciation of the euro against the U.S. dollar. It should
be pointed that, in accordance with the new accounting and financial standards
adopted by Madeco, the investment in Nexans as of December 2008 was
reduced due to implementation of an impairment.
Other Assets (Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations)
Recorded US$2,214 thousand compared to the US$4,002 thousand of 4Q08,
due to the sale of the machinery and equipment held for sale, partially offset by
higher balances of other assets.

Liabilities

Total liabilities as of September 30, 2009 amounted to US$171,832 thousand lower
than the US$226,919 thousand as of December 2008, derived from the payment of
the Company’s dividend, the payment of the income tax of the fiscal year 2008 and
the payment of current financial debt.
Financial & Bank Debt
The Company's bank debt comprises liabilities that the Company has with
banks and financial institutions (interest-bearing liabilities) and leasing related to
the assets of the Packaging unit, amounted to US$79,880 thousand as of
September 30, 2009, representing a reduction of 15.9% in comparison to the
end of the previous year, due to the differences between the payment of loans
(net from the loans taken) and the fluctuations of loans of the Company in other
currencies than the U.S. dollar.
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Shareholders’ Equity As of September 30, 2009 shareholders’ equity amounted US$586,705 thousand,

which represents a decrease of 8.6% compared to end of 2008.
Paid Capital
Amounted US$400,938 thousand by the end of the third quarter of 2009, a
slight reduction of US$12 thousand compared to December 2008.
Shares Portfolio
As of September 2009, there was no balance of shares held by the Company.
In December 2008 the balance was US$18 thousand.
Other Reserves (Reserves)
Appointed US$110,452 thousand by the end of September 2009, higher than
the balance of US$64,074 thousand reached at the end of 2008, mainly due to
the increased value of the investment of Nexans. Should be noted that the
investment in Nexans is counted as a financial asset, so unless a significant
impairment is observed either in the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and
Euro and/or the value of the shares of Nexans any difference is recognized as a
reserve.
Minority Interest
Amounted to US$41,562 thousand in 3Q09 compared to the balance of
US$37,767 thousand as of 4Q08, due to the profits obtained in the subsidiaries
where the Company has minority shareholders (i.e. Peruplast, Alusa and
Indalum).
Retained Earnings / (Accumulated Losses)
Retained earnings for the period totalized US$33,753 thousand lower than the
US$139,433 thousand posted as of 4Q08. The difference between both
balances is explained by the payment of the dividend of the Company from the
net income of 2008.

For further information contact:
Jose Luis Valdes
Investor Relations
Tel.
: (56 2) 520-1388
Fax
: (56 2) 520-1158
E-mail
: ir@madeco.cl
Web Site
: www.madeco.cl/ingles

***************
Madeco, previously Manufacturas de Cobre MADECO S.A., was incorporated in 1944 as an open corporation under the laws of the
Republic of Chile, and today has operations in Chile, Peru, and Argentina. Madeco is considered, a Latin American leader, in the
manufacture of finished and semi-finished products in copper, copper alloys and aluminum. The Company is also a leader in the production
of flexible packaging used in packing mass consumption products like foods, sweets and cosmetics.
Readers are warned not to place too much reliance on the future declarations contained in the above text, which are based on the position
today. The Company is under no obligation to announce publicly the results of revisions to those declarations about the future which might
be made to reflect events or circumstances after today including, but without limitation to changes in the Company’s strategy or in its capital
expenses, or to reflect the occurrence of unforeseen events.
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